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Advanced real-time embedded algorithms are growing in complexity and length, related
to the growth in autonomy, which allows vehicles to plan paths of their own. However,
this promise cannot happen without proper attention to the considerably stronger op-
erational constraints that real time, safety-critical applications must meet. This paper
discusses the formal verification for optimization algorithms with a particular emphasis on
receding-horizon controllers. Following a brief historical overview, a prototype autocoder
for embedded convex optimization algorithms is discussed. Options for encoding code
properties and proofs, and their applicability and limitations is detailed as well.
I. Introduction
The need for more safety and better performance is currently pushing the introduction of advanced
numerical methods into next generations of cyber-physical systems. While most of the algorithms described
in this paper have been known for a long time, their online use within embedded systems is relatively new
and opens issues that have to be addressed. Among these methods, we are concerned specifically with
numerical optimization algorithms. These algorithms solve a constrained optimization problem, defined by
an objective function – the cost function – and a set of constraints to be satisfied:
min f0(x)
s.t. fi(x) ≤ bi for i ∈ [1,m]
(1)
This problem searches for x ∈ Rn the optimization variable, minimizing f0 ∈ Rn → R, the objective
function, while satisfying constraints fi ∈ Rn → R, with associated bound bi. An element Rn is feasible
when it satisfies all the constraints fi. An optimal point is defined by the element having the smallest cost
value among all feasible points. An optimization algorithm computes an exact or approximated estimate
of the value of the optimal cost, together with one or more feasible points achieving this value. A subclass
of these problems can be efficiently solved: convex problems. In these cases, the functions f0 and fi are
required to be convex and the optimal solution is unique. We refer the reader to1,2 for more details on
convex optimization.
Recently this formalism has been used with great success for the guidance of safety-critical application.
Such applications include autonomous cars3 and reusable rockets.4,5 The latter case has resulted in a
spectacular experiments, including landings of SpaceX’s Falcon 96 and BlueOrigin’s New Shepard. Thus,
powerful algorithms solving optimization problems do exist and are already used online. Although those
algorithms have been embedded on board and running on an actual system, they still lack the level of
qualification required by civil aircraft or manned rocket flight. computing a solution in a given time. Let
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us consider the specific case of Linear Programming problems, a subclass of convex optimization. Multiple
algorithm methods are available to solve them. First, the simplex method, which has been used successfully
since the 1940s, despite its exponential worst-case complexity. Then the Ellipsoid algorithm and the very
popular interior-point methods. These latter both exhibit polynomial complexity, though only interior point
methods are considered to be practical for large desktop applications. These two methods are also applicable
to more general settings such as quadratic programming (QP), affine constraints and quadratic cost, second
order conic programming (SOCP), quadratic constraints and linear cost, or semidefinite programs (SDP).
When optimization algorithms are used oﬄine, the soundness of their implementation and the feasibility
of the computed optimizers is not as critical. Solutions could be validated a posteriori .7,8 This paper
is concerned with online real-time use of such algorithms, providing evidence of the a priori validity of
the computed solution. This paper focuses on the linear programming paradigm and makes the following
contributions:
• high level properties defining a sound optimization algorithm are formalized;
• these properties are expressed directly on the code artifact as annotations;
• the evidence supporting the algorithms properties is expressed at the code level
• the approach is demonstrated on the Ellipsoid algorithm and on an instance of an Interior Point
method.
We believe this paper addresses a major certification issue that can considerably influence the use of 
optimization methods in real-time safety-critical applications.
Related work. Several authors including ,910, 11 have worked on the certification problem of optimization 
algorithms for their online uses in control, in particular on worst-case execution time issues. In those cases, 
the authors have chosen to tackle the problem at a high level of abstraction.
Formally verifying high level properties of numerical algorithm implementations was performed on the 
other context of linear controller stability.12 This theoretical work was later instantiated concretely, generat-
ing code specifications and proving it with respect to the code.13, 14 Some other work develop that approach 
for weaker properties.15, 16
Our work follows a similar approach with respect to17 in which interior-point method algorithms are 
annotated with convergence proof elements in order to show the soundness of the imperative implementation. 
This work however, remains theoretical, expressed in Matlab level, without any proof performed on the actual 
code.
An other solution to online optimization is presented in18 but it doesn’t scale much to big problems 
as required by MPC and you can’t completly generalize to convex optimization yet. Therefore working on 
interior point method proof is more interesting.
Structure. The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents backgrounds for linear programming 
and axiomatic semantics using Hoare triples. Section III shows the technique of Credible Autocoding (code 
generation) into the frame of receding horizong controller. Sections IV and V focus on the two considered 
approaches: Interior Point method and Ellipsoid method. Section VI presents our early proof results on the 
code artifact, while Section VII concludes.
II. Preliminaries
In order to support the following analysis, this section introduces the notions and notations used through-
out the paper. First, we discuss Linear Programming (LP) problems. Then we introduce axiomatic semantics 
and Hoare logic.
II.A. Linear Programming
Linear Programming is a class of optimization problems. A linear programming problem is defined by a 
matrix A of size m × n, and two vectors b, c of respective size m, n.
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Definition 1 Let us consider A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm and c ∈ Rn. We write P (A, b, c) as the linear program:
min
Ax≥b
〈c, x〉. (2)
Definition 2 Let us consider the problem P (A, b, c) and let us assume that an optimal point exists and is
unique. We have the following definitions:
• Ef = {x | Ax ≥ b} the feasible set of P ,
• f(x) = cTx = 〈c, x〉 the cost function and
• x∗ = arg min
x∈Ef
f the optimal point.
II.B. Axiomatic semantics and Hoare Logic
Semantics of programs express their behavior. For the same program, different means can be used to specify
it: (i) a denotational semantics, expressing the program as a mathematical function, (ii) an operational
semantics, expressing it as a sequence of basic computations, or (iii) an axiomatic semantics. In the latter
case, the semantics can be defined in an incomplete way, as a set of projective statements, ie. observations.
This idea was formalized by19 and then20 as a way to specify the expected behavior of a program through
pre- and post-condition, or assume-guarantee contracts.
Hoare Logic. A piece of code C is axiomatically described by a pair of formulas (P,Q) such that if P
holds before executing C, then Q should be valid after its execution. This pair acts as a contract for the
function and (P,C,Q) is called a Hoare triple. In most uses P and Q are expressed in first order formulas
over the variables of the program. Depending on the level of precision of these annotations, the behavior can
be fully or partially specified. In our case we are interested in specifying, at code level, algorithm specific
properties such as the convergence of the analysis or preservation of feasibility for intermediate iterates.
Software frameworks, such as the Frama-C platform, cf.,21 provide means to annotate a source code
with these contracts, and tools to reason about these formal specifications. For the C language, ACSL,
cf.22 (ANSI C Specification language) can be used as source comments to specify function contracts, or
local annotations such as loop invariants. Statement local annotations act as cuts in proofs and are typically
required when analyzing loops.
Linear Algebra-based Specification. ACSL also provides means to enrich underlying logic by defining
types, functions, and predicates. In its basic version, ACSL contains no predicate related to linear algebra.
It is however possible to introduce such notions, supporting the expression of more advanced properties.
Figure 1 presents the formalization of matrix addition.
/*@ logic LMat mat_add(LMat x0, LMat x1);
@ axiom getM_add: \forall LMat A, B; getM(mat_add(A, B) == getM(A);
@ axiom getN_add: \forall LMat A, B; getN(mat_add(A, B) == getN(A);
@ axiom get_add:
@ \forall LMat A, B; (
@ \forall integer i, j;
@ mat_get(mat_add(A, B), i, j) == mat_get(A, i, j)
@ + mat_get(B, i, j)); */
Figure 1: Axiomatization of matrix addition
These definitions are straightforward and fully defined. We also wrote a library for operators used in 
linear optimization, defining norm, grad, hess, lower.... Figure 2 presents the definition a Hessian-induced 
norm, parametrized by the Hessian at point X.
Lemmas can also be defined to support later analyzers to prove annotations.To preserve proof consistency, 
the Frama-C tool requires to prove these additional lemmas. For example, splitting a complex theorem into 
several small lemmas usually helps analyzers in proving the whole goal.
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/*@ logic real norm(LMat V, LMat X) =
@ sqrt(mat_get(mat_mul(
@ mat_mul(transpose(V), inv(hess(X)))
@ , V), 0, 0)); */
Figure 2: Hessian norm in ACSL.
III. Model Predictive Contol and Code Generation
III.A. Model Predctive Contol
Model Predictive Control (also known as receding horizon control) is an optimal control strategy based on
numerical optimization. In this technique, a dynamical model of the plant is being used to predict potential
future trajectories. As well, a cost function J , that depends on the potential future control input and state,
is being considered over the receding prediction horizon N and the objective here is to minimize this cost
J . At each time t, a Convex Optimization problem where J has to be minimized, is being solved. From the
solution of this problem, an optimal trajectory starting at x(t) is being calculated and the control input sent
to the plant correspond to the first input of this optimal trajectory. A time step later, at t+ ∆t, the exact
same process occurs and is repeated until final time. Fig 3 illustrates this framework.
Figure 3: How MPC improve control
In order to simplify the problem, without lost of generality, we consider the MPC that stabilizes the
origin of a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system. Please find in figure 4 a standard formulation of such a
MPC. We refer the reader to1 for more details on MPC.
minimize
N∑
k=0
J(xk, uk)
subject to uk ∈ U , xk ∈ X , k = 0, . . . , N
xk+1 = Axk +Buk , k = 1, . . . , N − 1
x0 = x(t) , xN = 0
Figure 4: Standard MPC Formualtion Stabilizing the Origin
Once this formulation has been done, one can see the control below as a function taking x(t) as an input 
and J, A, B, N, U , X as parameters. Please find the block diagram representing the closed loop system in 
figure 5.
The optimization algorithm being at the heart of the control the stability of the whole system depends 
on its correctness. Checking the soundess of these algorithm is then a crutial work and has to be adressed. 
For reference about stality of MPC see23, 24
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Figure 5: Feedback System
III.B. Credible Implementation for Model Predictive Control
Credible autocoding, is a process by which an implementation of a certain input model in a given program-
ming langage is bein generated along with formally verifiable evidence that the output source code correctly
implements the input model. Existing work already provides for the automatic generation of embedded
convex optimization code.25 Given that, proofs of high-level functional properties of convex optimizations
algorithms do exist, we want to generate the same proof that is sound for the implementation, and expressed
in a formal specification language embedded in the code as comments.
Within our work, an autocoder has been built that generates C code implementations of Convex Op-
timization solvers along with annotations. Those annotations representing the proof of soundness of these
algorithms. Sections IV and V present in details the two solvers used and their annotations.
The autocoder takes as an input a text file containing the MPC formulation, described as in figure 4.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the framework and the internal aspect of the autocoder.
Figure 6: Using an autocoder
Figure 7: Internal aspect of the autocoder
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IV. Interior-Point Method
We focus here on Interior Point methods, that, starting from a feasible solution, solve iteratively a
sequence of linear problems, eg. using Newton methods, to reach the optimal solution. This method presented
by26 and improved by27,28 is one the most efficient methods to solve linear and convex optimization problems.
The presented work directly follows the theory presented in.29 To keep the presentation simple and show the
feasibility of our approach, we chose a primal method starting from the analytic center, whereas common
methods are primal-dual and start from any point of the domain.
Let us introduce the major concepts before presenting the algorithm.
IV.A. Basic Concepts: Barrier Functions and Central Path
Barrier Function. Finding the optimum of a function is usually achieved by computing its derivative
and searching for its zeros. In LP, we know that the optimum value is located on the border of the feasible
set, which could be problematic to reach numerically. To solve this issue, we add a barrier function F to the
cost function. The rationale of the barrier function F (x) is to diverge when x get closer to the border of the
feasible set.
In order to guarantee convergence bounds, the barrier function must be a Lipschitz function. In practice,
a self-concordant barrier function30 satisfies this requirement. The typical choice is a sum of logarithmic
functions.
Definition 3 (Log barrier function) Let F be the barrier function associated to problem P . We have:
F (x) =
m∑
i=1
− log(〈ai, x〉 − bi) (3)
where ai is the i-th row of A.
Definition 4 (Analytic center) We define the analytic center as the point x∗F verifying:
x∗F = arg min
x∈Ef
F (x) (4)
Central Path. Using both the barrier function and the initial cost function, one can characterize their
linear combination.
Definition 5 Let us introduce a new function, f˜ as:
f˜(t, x) = tf(x) + F (x) (5)
In this function, t is the parameter that weights the relative importance of the initial cost function with
respect to the barrier function. When t = 0 the original cost function vanishes and minimizing f˜ leads to the
analytic center while when t→ +∞ the cost function is predominant and minimizing f˜ leads to the optimal
point up to  (Figure 8)
Definition 6 (Central path) The central path is defined as the curve:
x∗(t) = arg min
x∈Ef
f˜(t, x) for t ∈ [0,+∞) (6)
Interior-point methods are part of the path-following optimization methods: starting from the analytic
center and following the central path to reach the optimal point, as illustrated in Figure 8.
Approximate Centering Condition (ACC). Since the algorithm is doing numerical computation, the
computed points cannot be located exactly on the central path. Thus, we need to introduce an approximate
centering condition:
Definition 7 (ACC) Let us define λ(t, x) as:
λ(t, x) = f˜ ′(t, x)TF ′′(x)f˜ ′(t, x) (7)
The approximate centering condition becomes:
λ(t, x) < β2 (8)
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Figure 8: In blue: Points of the central path for different value of t
Notice that F ′′(x) induces a norma so λ measures how close to 0 the derivative is.
This definition aims to guarantee that the points are close to the central path so that the last point can
be close enough to the optimal:
Theorem 1 (cf.29) If λ(t, x) < β2 then 〈c, x〉 − 〈c, x∗〉 ≤ ∆t with ∆ = 1 + (β+1)β1−β
While t increases, computed points converge to the optimal. The approximate centering condition is the
invariant that we maintain along the iterations of the algorithm.
IV.B. Algorithm
Since we are targeting embedded systems, we only use static variables, a common practice in embedded
systems. We also define macros representing the different values of the problems, simplifying the definition
of annotations.
/*@ requires acc(0, MatVar(X,2,1));
@ ensures dot(c, MatVar(X,2,1))-dot(c,sol(A,b,c))<EPSILON;
@ ensures A * MatVar(X,2,1) > b; */
void pathfollowing () {
t = 0;
/*@ loop invariant ensures acc(t, MatVar(X, 2, 1));
loop invariant A * MatVar(X, 2, 1) > b;
loop invariant ensures t > LOWER(l); */
for (unsigned int l = 0; l<NBR;l++)
{
compute_pre ();
compute_dt ();
compute_dx ();
t = t + dt;
for(unsigned int i = 0;i<N;i++)
X[i] = X[i] + dx[i];
}
}
Figure 9: Shape of the path following algorithm
aBy construction, thanks to the use of a self-concordant barrier function.
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Figure 9 presents the main function of the algorithm, computing the next iterate while following the
central path. It relies on:
• acc, dot and sol, ACSL self-defined operators representing, the approximate centering condition, the
dot product and the solution of P (A, b, c) respectively.
• several constants representing:
– EPSILON: the desired precision
– M x N: the size of the matrix
– LOWER, a function associating a lower bound for t at each iteration .
– NBR: the number of iterations required so that lower(NBR) > ∆
• subfunctions compute_pre, compute_dt, compute_dx
In this program, we need to prove that at the end of the loop we ensure :
dot(c, x)− dot(c, sol(A, b, c)) < EPSILON.
This is proved thanks to a lemma we call acc_solution and the main function loop invariants. From the
first loop invariant and acc_solution, one deduces that dot(c, x) − dot(c, sol(A, b, c)) < ∆t and from the
second loop invariant, that t > ∆ , leading to the expected post-condition.
We now detail the content and contracts of the three functions used by the main one: compute_dt,
compute_dx and compute_pre.
Function compute_pre computes the gradient F ′(X) and the hessian F ′′(X) of F at point X according
to the Equs. 9 and 10.
(G)j(X) =
m−1∑
i=0
− ai,j〈ai, X〉 − bi (9)
(H)j,k(X) =
m−1∑
i=0
ai,jai,k
〈ai, X〉 − bi (10)
Function compute_dt computes the update of dt according to Eq. 11. Following,29 we have
dt =
5
36
· 1
cT ×H × c (11)
We can deduce that dt > 0.125t. From this, we can lower bound t by a geometric progression: lower(n) =
t0 × (1.125)n. This allow us to determine the fixed number of iterations required to reach a given level of
precision.
/*@ requires acc(t, MatVar(X,2,1));
@ ensures MatVar(H,2,2) == hess(MatVar(X,2,1));
@ ensures dt > t*0.125;
@ ensures dt = (5/36)/norm(c,MatVar(X,2,1));
@ */
void compute_dt ();
Figure 10: Contract on compute_dt
Function compute_dx updates X using a Newtonian iteration on the derivative of F :
dx = H−1(tc+G) (12)
Notice that t in this formula is the one already updated (t + dt). We expect from this update that the
approximate centering condition remains valid.
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V. The Ellipsoid Method
The other method that has attracted our attention is the Ellipsoid Method. Despite its relative efficiency
with respect to Interior Point methods, the Ellipsoid method benefits from concrete proof elements and could
be considered viable option for critical embedded systems where safety is more important than performance.
Before recalling the main steps of the algorithm, the needed elements is presented.
V.A. Preliminaries
Ellipsoids in Rn. An ellipsoid can be characterized by a positive definite matrix. A symmetric matrix P
of Rn×n is positive definite (S+n ) when
xTPx > 0 , ∀x 6= 0 ∈ Rn
Furthermore, this definition implies that all matrices P in S+n are invertible.
Definition 8 (Ellipsoid Sets) Let x ∈ Rn and P ∈ Rn×n positive-definite, we denote the Ellipsoid E(P, x)
the set :
E(P, x) = {z ∈ Rn : (z − x)TP−1(z − x) ≤ 1}
Definition 9 (Euclidean ball) Let n ∈ N we denote Vn the unit Euclidean ball in Rn. Vol(Vn) denotes
its volume.
In addition, we define B(x,R) as the ball of radius R centered on x.
Definition 10 (Volume of ellipsoids) Let E(P, x) be an ellipsoid set in Rn. We denote by V ol(E) its
volume defined as
Vol(E(P, x)) = Vol(E) =
√
det(P ) ·Vol(Vn)
V.B. Algorithm
Let us now recall the main steps of the algorithm detailed in.31–34
Remark 1 In the following, we denote Ek, xk and Pk, the ellipsoid, the corresponding center and positive-
definite matrix, respectively computed by the algorithm at the k − th iteration.
(a) e representing the vector normal to
the chosen cutting hyperplane from ora-
cle separation.
(b) Ellipsoid Cut for an iteration applied to LP
Figure 11: Ellipsoid Cut for an iteration
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Algorithm. We start the algorithm with an ellipsoid containing the feasible set Ef , and therefore the
optimal point x∗. We iterate by transforming the current ellipsoid Ek into a smaller volume ellipsoid Ek+1
that also contains x∗. Given an ellipsoid Ek of center xk, we find a hyperplane containing xk that cuts Ek in
half, such that one half is known not to contain x∗. Finding such a hyperplane is called the oracle separation
step, cf.35 In our LP setting, this step is not computationally expensive. Then, we define the ellipsoid Ek+1
by the minimal volume ellipsoid containing the half ellipsoid Eˆk that is known to contain x
∗. In addition to
that, we can compute an upper bound γ of the ratio of Vol(Ek+1) to Vol(Ek). The Figures 11 (a) and (b)
illustrate such ellipsoids cuts.
Ellipsoid transformation. From the oracle separation step, a separating hyperplane, e, that cuts Ek
in half with the guarantee that x∗ is localized in Eˆk has been computed. The following step is the Ellipsoid
transformation. Using this hyperplane e, one can update the Ellipsoid Ek to its next iterate Ek+1 according
to equations 13 and 14.
xk+1 = xk − 1
n+ 1
Pke˜ (13)
and
Pk+1 =
n2
n2 − 1(Pk −
2
n+ 1
Pke˜e˜
TPk) (14)
with: e˜ = e
eTPke
.
One can now characterize the upper bound of the ratio of Vol(Ek+1) to Vol(Ek).
Property 1 (Reduction ratio) Let k ≥ 0 be an iteration of the algorithm. We have
V ol(Ek+1) ≤ exp( −1
2 · (n+ 1)) · V ol(Ek)
Hypotheses. We recall that we assumed the matrix A and the vector b are such that the feasible set Ef
is bounded and not empty. Additionally, further information about Ef is needed. Indeed, in order to know
the number of steps required for the algorithm to return an -optimal solution, two scalars are needed:
• a radius R such that Ef is included in B(0n, R)
• another scalar r such that there exist a center c1 such that B(c1, r) is included in Ef .
The main result can be stated as:
Theorem 2 Let us assume that Ef is bounded, not empty and such that R, r are known. Then, for all
 > 0, c ∈ Rn there exists a N such that the algorithm, using N iterations, will return xˆ, such that
f(xˆ) ≤ f(x∗) +  and xˆ ∈ Ef ( optimal)
V.C. Structure of the Algorithm and Annotations
Figure 12 presents an annotated version of the implementation. Annotations combine ellipsoidal constraints 
inEllipsoid and volume related properties to express the progress of the algorithm along iterates.
VI. Proving the annotation
FramaC supports the analysis of C code with ACSL annotations through multiple analyzers. The tool 
WP projects both the ACSL specification – the Hoare triples – and the source code in a predicate encoding 
on which external tools can be applied.
Each function contract, or statement assertion, becomes a goal, a proof objective. This goal can be solved 
either in an automatic fashion by SMT solvers such as Alt-Ergo, cf.,36 Z3, cf.,37 or thanks to manual proofs 
supported by proof assistants such as Coq, cf.38
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/*@ requires inEllipsoid(Ellipsoid(P_minus,x_minus),sol(A,b,c));
@ ensures dot(c,MatVar(X,2,1))-dot(c,sol(A,b,c)) <= EPSILON;
@ ensures A * MatVar(X,2,1) <= b; */
void ellipsoidMethod () {
long double P_minus[N*N],x_minus[N];
long double x_best[N],grad[N];
int i,Nit;
initializationEllipsoid(P_minus,x_minus,N,R);
affectationVector(x_best, x_minus, N);
/*@ loop invariant Vol(Ellipsoid(P_minus,x_minus)) <= gamma^i * R^N ;
@ loop invariant inEllipsoid(Ellipsoid(P_minus,x_minus),sol(A,b,c)) ;
@ loop invariant isMoreOptimal(x_best,x_minus) ; */
for (i = 0; i < NBR; ++i) {
updateBest(x_best, x_minus);
getGrad(x_minus, grad);
updateEllipsoid(P_minus, x_minus, grad);
}
affectationVector(x, x_best, N);
}
Figure 12: Shape of the Main Ellipsoid Method Algorithm
Figure 13: Automatic Verification Framework
VI.A. Low level matrix operation
We used this toolchain to prove that the annotations are valid. The goal is to have as many annotations as
possible proven by SMT solvers since a Coq proof requires additional work. One of the difficulties in Coq is
to address low level C manipulations such as matrix operations. The memory model axiomatization makes
the manipulation of these encodings difficult while the properties are not specifically hard to prove. To avoid
this, all matrix operations in C are associated to an ACSL contract, stating the computation performed in
linear algebra instead of arrays and pointers. Fig. 14 presents an example of these annotations while Fig. 15,
describes the (simplified) generated goal. SMT solvers easily discard this kind of proof objectives.
VI.B. Linear algebra proof
Once these matrix operations have been abstracted by their ACSL axiomatization, all that remains is to
prove the textbook proofs at the matrix level.
Most of the theorems can be written as ACSL lemma, enabling their generic proof, independently of a
specific instantiation.
In the Interior-point method experiment, proofs performed with the proof assistant Coq are mainly
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/*@ ensures MatVar(X, 2, 1) == \old(
@ mat_add(MatVar(X, 2, 1),
@ MatVar(dx, 2, 1))); */
{
X[0] = X[0] + dx[0];
X[1] = X[1] + dx[1];
}
Figure 14: Simple example of matrix operation specification
goal set_X_post:
let a = shift_A2_float64(global(G_X_1018), 0) : addr in
let a_1 = shift_float64(a, 0) : addr in
let a_2 = shift_float64(a, 1) : addr in
let a_3 = shift_A2_float64(global(G_dx_1019), 0) : addr in
let a_4 = shift_float64(a_3, 0) : addr in
let a_5 = shift_float64(a_3, 1) : addr in
forall t : (addr,real) farray.
let r = t[a_1] : real in
let r_1 = t[a_2] : real in
let r_2 = t[a_4] : real in
let r_3 = t[a_5] : real in
let a_6 = L_mat_add(L_MatVar(t, a, 2, 1), L_MatVar(t, a_3, 2, 1)) : A_LMat in
let a_7 = L_MatVar(t[a_1 <- r + r_2][a_2 <- r_1 + r_3], a, 2, 1) : A_LMat in
is_float64(r) → is_float64(r_1) →
is_float64(r_2) → is_float64(r_3) →
(1 = L_getN(a_6)) → (2 = L_getM(a_6)) →
(1 = L_getN(a_7)) → (2 = L_getM(a_7)) →
(L_mat_get(a_6, 0, 0) = L_mat_get(a_7, 0, 0)) →
(L_mat_get(a_6, 1, 0) = L_mat_get(a_7, 1, 0)) →
(a_6 = a_7)
Figure 15: Generated goal for basic matrix operation
restricted to the core results available in Nesterov Book, or direct implications from them. All remaining
proofs can be automatically performed by SMT solvers.
Fig. 16, illustrates a Coq subgoal that appears in these proofs. This specific one expresses the following,
stating that the computed solution is -optimal:
Theorem 3 (optimality) ∀ x ∈ Rn, t ∈ R if
acc(t, x) and t > LOWER(NBR) (15)
then, we have:
dot(c, x)− dot(c, sol(A, b, c)) < EPSILON
VII. Conclusion
In this article, annotations for numerical algorithms solving linear programming problems were proposed.
We focused on a primal Interior Point algorithm and on the Ellipsoid method. The Interior Point algorithm
is fully automated annotated while annotations for the Ellipsoid method are still manual. Annotations can
be partitioned in two levels:
• Low-level annotation specifying matrix operations. This separates the handling of memory array
accesses from math reasoning, easing the automatic proof of simpler annotations by SMT solvers.
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Goal
let a := (shift_A2_float64 ((global (G_pathfollowing_X_1018)%Z)) 0%Z) in
let a_1 := (shift_float64 a 0%Z) in
let a_2 := (shift_float64 a 1%Z) in
let a_3 := L_MatCst_5_2
(real_dec -3 0) (real_dec -1 0)
(real_dec 5 0) (real_dec 1 0)
(real_dec -1 0) (real_dec 3 0)
(real_dec -1 0) (real_dec 1 0)
(real_dec -2 0) (real_dec 6 0) in
let a_4 := L_MatCst_5_1
(real_dec -3 0) (real_dec -2 0)
(real_dec -5 0) (real_dec -2 0)
(real_dec -4 0) in
...
L_acc 0 (L_MatVar t_13 a 2 1) →
L_acc r a_5 →
L_mat_gt (L_mat_mul a_3 a_5) a_4) →
(real_dec -1 0) * r_1 + (real_dec 4 0) * r_2
< (real_dec 1 -3) + (L_sol a_3 a_4 (
L_MatCst_2_1 (real_dec -1 0) (real_dec 4 0))).
Figure 16: Optimality of the result in Coq (most precondition have been removed to fit in the paper).
• Math reasoning annotations specify the high level properties of the algorithms: convergence, preser-
vation of feasibility, -optimality of the solution, etc. These annotations are proven either by SMT
solvers or with Coq. The finalization of these proofs is still a work in progress.
Our perspectives include the application of this approach to more general settings, eg. generic linear
programming problems. We plan to couple code generation with annotations and proof synthesis, providing
embedded code together with its functional soundness proof, at the code level. This would include the
generation of the corresponding Coq proofs.
Our approach is also compatible with more general convex optimization problems. Finally, we intend
to address floating point semantics issues while performing the proofs. This would guarantee a completely
sound and bug-free implementation.
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